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ON TEE USE OF RESIDUE THEORY FOR TREATING THE SUBSONIC FLOW OF A
COMPRESSIBLE FLUID

By CARLKAPLAN ‘
—

SUMMARY

Anew mathematicaltechnique,due to Milne-lliomeon,
ig qed to obtain an improcedform of the methadof Poggi
fo? caklating the efect of mmprediility on the wbsonic
JTowpast an obstacle. By means of this new method, the
difmult surface integrals of the original Poggi methodcan
be replaced by line integrals. These line inte~ale are
then solred by the use ~f residue theory. In thti uxzy an
eqcation ig obtained giring the gecond+rder e~ect of
compresa”biklyon the rekity of thej’luti. T%emethod{8,
rnoreocer,practicablefor obtaining the higher+rder efectg
of compresm”biliiyon the relom”~$eld. & an i.lktration
of the general result, the flow past an elliptie cglinder is
discussed.

INTRODUCTION

There has been in recent yema an increasing interest
in the problems of flow in which the compressibility of
the fluid is taken into account-. The effect of compressi-
bility on the subsonic flow past various simple shap=
has been ctdculated by the method of Janzen and Ray-
leigh or by a method due to Poggi. Both of these
methods, however, involve mathematical dii%culties,
which discourage their use for further study of com-
preasiblefluids. For example, the second-order e.fleetof
compressibility on the velocity field around an elliptic
cyIinder has been calculated approximately by the
method of Janzen and Ra@@ but, owing to a certain
hnitation in the analysis, the redt applies only to
thick ellipses (reference 1). In order to eliminate this
weakness in the theory, the caIcuMion was repeated by
the method of Poggi in reference 2, the result being
expressed in a closed form. This method, however,
&a imol-red considerable dii3icuItyowing to the neces-
sity of evahmting many dif5cult integrtds during the
course of the analysis.

In the pr=nt paper a method, based on that of Poggi,
is presented for deaIing with pro%]ems invoking the
subsonic flow of a compressible fluid. Poggik method
consists in regarding a compressible fluid as an incom-
pressible fluid with a continuous distribution of sinks
and sources throughout the entire region exterrudto the
obstacle. In the determination of the second+mder

mo-4S-4

eflect of compressibility on the velocity of the fl ‘d, this
?concept of a compreasl%lefluid leads to a serieso double

integrals extended over the entire region of flow. In
the present paper, by means of a novel mathematical
technique utilizing complex notation, the surface inte-
grals are rephiced by line integrals. By means of the
well-known methods of the calculus of residues it is then
shown that the second-order effect of compressibility
on the velocity field around an arbitrary shape can be -.

explicitly expressed in terms of residues.. The method,
moreover, is equally practicable for determining the
higher-order effects of compressibility. ban example ““““
of the general result, the flow past an eUiptic cyIinder is
discussed.

It is worthy of mention that a paper which aIso ~-
ploys compl~ notation has appeared recently (reference
3). The purpose of that paper was to complete Hooker’s .
treatment of the elliptic cyIinder (reference 1). The
method used is equivalent to the origimd Janzen-
Rayleigh process except that the differential dquation
for the velocity potential is expressed in terms of the con-
jugate complex variables z and Z The treatment in the
paper is limited, however, to the elliptic cylinder, with
no attempt made to obtain remdta applicable to arbi-
trary shapes.

TEE METHOD 0)? POGGI

The equation of continuity for a compressible fluid
moving irrotationaUy in two dimensions and with the
adiabatic relationship between the pressure and the . .,
density can be written as fo~ows:

b~ti’ tk3ti “. -.
az~ v4_ ~~x+~ @/
Fi?+-Fp-vc, ~

-’[ -=$P91 “) .
where
@ velocity potentiaI
G velocity of sound in undisturbed stream
77 veIocity of undisturbed stream
g ma=titude of velocity of fluid
7 ratio of spetic heats at constant pressure and
constant vohune
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Equation (1) may ah be written as

[
1

-+W($-’)}’
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(2)

where the symbol A denotes the Laplacian operator

Y$,

and where ill is the Mach number U/& It is next
assumed that @ can be deve~opedin a seriesof asoending
pOWOrS of it@. Thus

C$=#O+@JW+AM4+ . . . (3)

Then if a complex veIocity w is defined as

w=-.+i+ig
it follows that

W=%+ WJW+%M4+- . . . (4)

where,

The magnitude g of the velocity of the fluid is given by

. g~=ti=(-u+ia)(–u-iu) =u~+~

or from equation (4),

#=w%(wm+z@~

+(WIOG+Gti+W?5JM4+ . . . (5)

If the expressions for ~ and @ from equations (3) and
(6) are substituted in equation (2) and the terms of
the same powers of M on both sides of the equation are
equated~it follows that

AA= O (6a)

‘P’(=)+%$R31’41 2 ax &r u~

‘~=+w$+”

(6b)

(6c)

and so on for the higher powers of M.
It-is to be observed that equation (6a) iELaplace’s

equation for the flow of amincompressible fluid. Thus,
if the known solution for the incomprwsible fluid is
used as the tit approximation, the higher approxima-
tions for the compressible fluid may be obtained suo-
ceasively from equations (6b), (6c), eta. Poggi’s method
consists essentially in considering the compressible
ffuid to be an incompressible fluid with a continuous
distribution of sinks and sounw in the. entire region
extermd to the solid boundary. According tn Poggi,

then, the right-hand sides of equations (6) represent
successive terms in an in.finitaseries giving this sink-
dtmrm distribution. The fit approximation to the
strength of the sink+cmrm distribution in the plane of
flow is therefore given by

If new independent variablm z=x+iy and Z=x–iy arc
introduced, then symbolically,

and the expression for the strength of the sink-urce
distribution becomes

This expression can be further simplified by means of
the following considerations: From the definition of the
complex velocity,

it follows, by use of equations (7), that

(9)

In particular, W, being the complex velocity of an in-
compressible fluid, is a function of z only. Expression
(8) can therefore be written as

Let the plane z of the obstacle be represented con-
formably on the plane Z of the corresponding circle.
Since the strengths of tho sink-source distribution
of corresponding elements of the two planes are equal,
it follows that the expression for tho strength of the
sink-source distribution of an element of the plane Z
is given by

(11)

where & dy has been replaced by $$ dXdYand U*by

117&where Wo is the oomplex velocity of an immm-

preaaiblefluid past the circle in the plane Z.
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rnto which the profle of
the obstacle is mapped is assumed to be RI, th; complex
velocity induced at any point 2P external to the circle
by a source of unit strength is given by

where there are unit sourcw Qt the point Q(Z) and the

()R12 ‘
inverse point R =

z
and a unit sink at the center of the

circle (@g. 1). It follows, therefore, that the complex
velocity induced at the point ZP by the si~+uurce
distribution given by expression (11) is

Y

Q

P

u -x

.

FIGUM L-image of a sfmpIe smrcm wfth rqwd fo II cIIc18.

where the integrations are performed over the entire
region external to the cfccle.

As riot~d before, (lTJP is the complex veIocit.y in-
duced at any point Zp external to the circular boundary
by u sink-source distribution originating in the plane
z of the obstacle. The actual velocity (wt)P of the
fluid at the corresponding point zp in the plane g of
the obstack is given by

“= ~’% (13)

the subscript P hawingbeen dropped. It wilI be observed
that w, is expresed as ~ function of the conjugate
complex variables Z and Z of the phmc of the circle.

THE METHOD OF RESIDUES

Equation (12) in its present form appears to be
unmanageable. It can be transformed, however, into
a form suitable for further treatment by means of the
folIowing theorem:

“ ,2P

.- _____,

.
Fmum Z-mustratfon orStokes’theoremforthe pkne.

Consider a contour in the plane Z of the circle con- _..
Eistingof a chsed curve (?l mckzing the circle of radius
RI, a smalI closed curve CZ enclosing the point 2P, a ““-
very huge closed curve C* enclosrng both G! and CZ,
and the lines Al? and CD connecting, respectively, the
curves C3and Ci; arid 08 and C2 (fig. 2). The contmr , _
is described in such a manner as to leave the area S,
regarded as enckmed by it, on the Ieft. Now, suppose
F(X,Y) and G(~Y) to be vector components aIong the
X and ‘Y axes, respectively. Then Stokes’ theorem for
the plane states that

J’JEaxd?@dx+~~
. f (FdX+GW) –jz(FdA”+&W) –~ (FdX+GdY) -

a t
(14)

where the Iine inkgrals on the right-hand side we __
taken in the counterclockwke sense.

If g(Z,~ is a function of the independent vmiables
Z,7 continuous and differentiable in the region S’
enclosed by the contour C, themsrnce

p9 _a9 ~“k?
az ax W

it folIows that -
-- —

By Stokes’ theorem, equation (14), it is seen that ..__._

SS+agx + CQ
.a J JdY+;gdX) =; gd~

c

or -.

sidy

These equations were first given by L. M. MiIne-
Thomson (refermce 4).
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b the present problem where the area S is the entire
region external to “thecircle of radius RI, the curve Cl
is the circle itself, the curve &is a vanishingly small
circle with the point ZF as center and the curve G is an
infinitely large circle with its center at the origin. By
means of equations (15) and (16) it ibpossible to replace
the surface integrals of equation (12) by line integrals
around the circles 01, Ll, and Oa. For the purpose of
evaluating the line inte~als it will be observed that it is
possible toma.kethe integrands analytic. The scdutionof
any giv~ problem. therefore reduces to the evaluation
of residues, for they form the only contributions W“the
integralof afunction that is analytic at all points except
singularities. In order to transform the aurfticeintegrals
into line integrals, it is fist neceaamy to express the
integrands as derivatives with regard to either “Z or ~.
It is to be noted that the first two integrands of equation
(12) are already in this form. The last two integrands
can be brought into the required form in the following
way: It is observed that

(17)

“’4%W$W -‘
The third and the fourth integrands of equation (12)
become, respectively,

By means of equations (15) and (16) it follows that the
line-int8gra1form of equation (12) is

J—F(z,z)dz(~,),= ‘8+ Z~Z,

R,2JZp2 1s fi(zz)dz(19)‘~ z–R,’/Zp

where

The integrals of equation (19) are taken successively
around the circle Cl of radius R1, the circle Cgof vanish-
ingly small radius Rj, and the circle Caof infinitely large
radius R8. Each of theseintegrals is taken in the counter-
clockwise sense, and therefore due regard must be
given to the sign in accord~m.with equation (15); that
is, the sign of the integrala around G and C2is negative
and that around C8is positive.

The reeult of the integrations around the circular
contours Cl, CS, and C’s can be explicitly expressed
by means of Cauchy’s theorem on residuw. This
theorem states that, ifj(z) be analytic on a contour C
and throughout ite interior except at a number of pol~
inside the contour, then

Lf(z)dz=2a-W (21)

where M denotes the sum of the residu~ ofj(z) at those
poles which lie within the contour C. Similarly,

scg(z)z= –Ztiiv (22)

whereiVdenotes the sum of the residuesof g (~) at those
poles that lie within the contmr C.

Consider, for the moment, onl~thc first integral of
equation (la. In general, F(Z,Z) is a function of
both ~ and Z. On the contour ~f integration (?, how-
evor, Z=lPfZ and therefore F(Z,Z) =F(Z,lP/Z]. Thus,
an analytic function of Z has been creat~d and the
theorem of residues given by equation (21) can bo ap-
plied. Similarconsiderations hold for the second int.cgral
of equation (19) with Z=lP/~, but in this case the
theorermof residues takes tbe form #vcn by cquntion
(22). It is ti be further noted that F(~,Z) is the con-
jugate complex of F(Z,~). This fact simplifies mattcm
to a great extent in t.ha~the result of the second inte-
gration can be. written down immediately from the
remdtof the first integration.

Consider the ilmt line integral of equation (19]:
In the integral mound the circle CLof radius R, with

center at tho origin, the pohs of F(Z,Z) associated with
the terms involving only the variable Z lie within the
contour, wide the poles associated with tho terms
involving only the variable ~ lie outside the contour
because ~=R?/Z. The pales lying outside the contour
together with the simple pole at Z=ZP do not contribute
to the integral around Cl. In addition, since ~= Ris/Z,
there will correspond to each zero of ~ a PA of Z at the
origin. Then, according to equation (21), the rcdt of
the integral around C, is given by

J&pF(z,mz= 2ris(zF) (23)

where S(ZP) denotes tho sum of the re.siducs of

~F~Z,R~’) at the poles within tho contour Cl.
z– Zp

In the integral around tlm circle C, of vanishingIy
small radius R1 with cent.cr at Z=ZF, the only pole
within the contmr is the simplo pole at Z=ZPm Since,
in the limit as the rachua RI+O, Z+Z~ and ~+~~, “it
Followsfrom equation (21) that

s~F(Z,2&lZ=2tiF(ZP,zP) (24)~ Z—2P
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In the calculation of the integraI around the tide ~
of very huge radius Rs, the first step is to replace ~by
RJ/Z and thus to render l’(Z,~ analytic. Fnrthe.r-
more, since the radius R8is ultimately made to approach
intlnity, it is expedient h expand the integmmd

&#WW)
in the neighborhood of &@. The residue is then
snnply the limit of the coe&ient of 1/2 as I&a w.

It will be observed that thii coefficient is the constant
term “inthe expansion of F(Z,R,a/Z). This calculation
can be performed for an arbitrary profle in the z pIane
in the fo~owing way:
. The conformd transformation that converts the
profle in the z plane into a circle with center at the
origin of the Z plane and Ieaves the region at fity
unaltered is of the type

z= Z+ao+$+$+ . . . (25)

where the coefficients %, %, az, . . . are, in general,
complex numbers.

Now suppose that the undisturbed flow of v~ocity
U is inclined at m angle ccto the negative chection of
the real axis and that the circulation I’ is arbitrary.
In terms of the complex coordinate Z, with origin at the
center of the circle of radius RI, the potential function
of the incompressible flow past the circle is

For this flow, the complex veloci@ is given by

Trr==g=u(e’”–~)+; + (27)

By means of equations (25) and (27) it can be showc
very easily that in the limit Ra~ ~ the constant term in
tlie expansion of F(Z,R~z/Z)is simply U%*. It foIIows
therefore from the residue theorem, equation (21), that

(28)

Consider the second line int&aI of equation (19):
As noted before, the second integral of equation (19)

can be obtained immediately fkom the first. Thus, cor-
responding to equation (23), the integd mound the
circle Cl is given by

where F(Rlz/ZP) k the conjugate compk of ,WP) ex-
cept that 2P is replaced by R?)ZP and not b~ 2P, and
where, for convenience, the internal pole at Z=R?/ZF
has been excluded in this calculation.

The integral around the circle (J yields nothing be
cause there are no poka of ~ within this contour.
Howevw, amdogous to the residue at the simple pole
at Z=ZP within the smelI circIe ~ given by_equation
(2?4),there is a residue at the simpIe pole at Z= R?/Z,
within the circle C1 (excluded from equation (29))
giVORby

where, in “the evaluation of the integrtd, ~ has been re-
placed by R?/ZP and, on account of the substitution
Z=R?/~, Z has been replaced by 2P.

Finally, for 4he integral aroun~ the circle Cs of in-
iiniteIy Isrge rac&s I&f tice ~(Z,Z) is the conjugate
complex of F(Z,Z), it follows, according to equation

.—

(28), tkafi the residue of

~+mzz)——z. -.

is “We+a and therefore .

In the summing up of these resuhs, it should be
remembered that a negative sign is attached to the
integrak around Cl end a end a positive sign to the
ktegd around Ca. It follows that

TI=4*(Z)-R9@EW%Zll

( ‘)+4&#(z,~) —: @-B~-
(32) “ .

where the subscm”ptP has been drop~d and where
F(Z,Z) given by fit of equations (20)

- R?
0

~,z obtained f_mm expression for ~(@) by re-
placing Z by R?/Z

is(z) @ven by equation (23)

- l?,‘c) obtained born expression for ~(n by re-
Z placing ~ by R?JZ

The last term of eq~at.ion (32) is equal to —~ the cam- . .

plex velocity of the incompressible flow without cir-
culation past a circular cyIinder of radius El.
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In equation (32), the terms in the brackets and the
last term (representing, respectively, the integrals
around the circles (71and CJ are analytic functions of Z
and are therefore solutions of Laplace’s equation. OrJ
the other hand, the second term in equation (32)
(representing the integr~l around the circle C,) is a non-
analytic function of Z,Z and is a particular solution of
Poisson’s equation. Furthermore, the complementary
solution and tho particular solution are such that, taken
together, they satisfy tho appropriate boundary con-
ditions of the problem; that is, the velocity of the fluid
normal to the boundary Cl is zero and the velocity of
the. fluid at infinity is zero.

Finally, according to equations (4). and (13), it fol-
lows that the second approximation to the actual veloc-
ity of a compressible fluid at any point z external to
the obstacle is given by

w= (We+ W,f@)g (33)

whera WI is given by equation (32) and where Wo, the
complex velocity of an incompressible fluid past the
circular cylinder of radius RI, is given by equation {27).

In conclusion, it can be stated that, whti the set of
surfnce integrals given by equation (12) are replaced by
the solution in the form of equation (32), the labor in-
volved in the calculation of the second-order effect of
ccmprsssibility has been reduced to a minimum, for it
is necessary only to evaluate residues. The same proc-
ess can be used, moreover, to derive equations analo-
gous to equation (32) for ths higherader effects of
compressibility on the flow past arbitrary shapes.

Tho general result of thw paper given by equation (32)
will now be applied, mainly for the purpose of illustra-
tion, to the cam of an elliptic cylinder,

APPLICATIONTO THE ELLIPTICCYLINDER

It is known that the region external to a circle with
center at the origin of the Z plane is mapped on the
region external to an elIipse with foci at 2= —c and

z= c by the transformation

‘=2+s (34)

Thus, to a circle of radius c/2 with center at the origin
of the Z plane, there corresponds a line segment extend-
ing from Z=-C to k-c in the z plane; and, to a con-

Y II

-+’-+-’
FIGURE ?..-tinformd mapping d SE OIUPW Ma a drk

centric circle of radius R1(>c/2) in tho Z plane, there
corresponds an ellipse in the z plane with foci at z= —c
and z= c and with semiaxes given by

a.=R,+-&,b= R1–4& (WC & 3,)

By means of equation (34) tl.wst.rcamhsbf the flow
past tbc circle can be transformed inti thozc of the
corresponding flow past tho ellipse. The irrotational
flow of an incompressible fluid pasta circle of radiua RI
is given by the complex potential

(fo(3 =f5TZei”+R* . )
where the undisturbed flow is of velocity Lr im-lined
at an angle a to the negative direction of b rcaI axis
and where the circulation is zmo.

Before tho various terms of equation (32) for llw case
of the elliptic c.ylindm are computed, 111(*process will lm
simplified by the introduction of the nondimensional

R, z
quantities —, —, and z

.42 G,i2 c/2
t with tlw letters I?l, Z, and

z being retained to denote tho currrsponding non-
dimensional quantities. It fo~ows Wn from equation
(34) that

dZ 1
T?——

%

d~ 1— -—
d? ~_~

2?.
and from equation (35) that

(

Rife-ie
T?’o= L e{”—~

)]

(
Rlfef.

i70=U e-’”——
2? )1

(36)

(37]
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By means of equations (36) and”(37) it fouows ea~, ~~ we elem~~ ~efion ~di~ted in we fit of .
equations (20) is performed, that

,

(38)—2 W(ek—li!lie-ia) 1 -2L+7J+ z–l
~1~1~

( )[ 1
R++&+w’9’Iog-—

Z+l
–Z?

s

h order to evahmte S (ZP), given by equation (23), the fouotig emtion is needed:

0
& = VR:@%@-R&-9

2?(Z+1)(z–l) (Z+E?)(z–w)
..—

-.

(39)

In the first term of this expression, there is a double poIe at we O- ~pIe PO~eSat 2=–1 and 2=1 ~side tie .
cirole Cl of radius 121(>1), and simple poles at Z= —RI* and Z=R? outeide the ciroIe Cl. The poles outeide the ‘--
contmr Cl do not contribute to the residue f7(ZP). In the second term, there are double poles at 2=–1” and
Z=l inside the cirole Cl.

The nece&.ary technique for ewduating the residue at a muItiple pole is as follows: .—

Suppose the function ~(z) has a ple of order n at Z=a so tit (Z–a) ‘~(z) iS analYtic wi~n and ‘n ‘e ““ ~,.
contour encIosing the point a. Thm the residue at the multiple pole is --

(40) ,

By the use of this rule, it foIIows readily from equations (23) and (39) that

where the subsm”pi P h been dropped.

The e~reasion for ~(R?/Z) follows from the expression for S(z) if i is replaced by –i and Z by R?/Z. Thus

The expression for ~ (12?/Z,Z) is obtained from equation (38) by iirst forming the eonjugata camplex _ .
expression ~(~,z) and then replacing. ~ by R?/Z. Thus,

.

(43)
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The expression for F(Z,~ is given directly by equation (38) rmd can bc rewritten in the following
form:

If the foregoing expressions for S(2), f?(R12/Z),
v% )

Z , and F(Z).??) are inserted into cquat.ion (32),

it follows that

~= _~ ed=_R1’e-’a

.-

-( )(
lR

~h_B1ze-afa

)
_~R *(e2ti- e-2k) (ek–R,*e-~) 1 z(e{a—ll,ze-f~) (ZV~+ c-if*)

--–~,e
77- 4’ 2?-1

+2R1
(= – 1)*

(45)

VELOCITY AT’ THE SURFACE OF THE ELLIPTIC CYLINDER

The velocity at the circular boundary Cl is obtained from equation (45) by putting Z=RleM and ~= R,e-u.
Since at the boundary the normal velocity of the fluid is zero, the velocity tl~eremust bc purely tangential.
Then, by means of the relation

Q,,= –W,e~

where Ql; is the tangential velocity at the boundary, it follows from equation (45) that

~ f,,,;.–() ——~ sin (13+cz)-~$?12sin (@+3a)+R, ,(R14+1) cos (t9+a)-?R?cog(O–a) W,’ sins (f3+a) ●

R1d–2R,’ cos 2ei- I
sin ~CT+R1’_2

c Ii/lx Cos 20+1

Rf–2R,’ Cos 2ci-1-l
‘4 (R,4–

$( R,4-1)’ sin (6–cJ+2R;(R:+I) sin 2 cos (t?-a)-M,’ sin 26 ma (8+cz)l log;~2R? Cos 2e+ 1

R14–2R,f Cos 24Y+I
+~I(R?+Q ~R:_m z

R12+!?R,COS0+ 1
~ COS2e+1)Y[(=12+R14) a (28— LY) +2.R? fi U—R2 Sk (z~+d] k! RILY ~L co~ d+. 1

R,4–2R,’ COS2cE+1
7~,~1d (46)+~R~(RI’–l)(R:_~,~ ~oS 20+1.)’ [– (1+R?+l?,’) cos (2&–a) +2R12 cos a+R,2 cos (20+c2)) tan-’

As a special case of this equation, suppose a= O; that is, the undisturbed s~ream is pamllrl to W major
axis of the ellipse. Then

This expression for the velocity at the circular bounda~ agrees with the result obtaiued. ill rcfmncc 2 (with
l/R1 replaced by u).

Another special case of equation (46) occurs when a=@; that is, the undisturhxi stream is pnrallcl tx]
the minor axis of the ellipse, Then,

at() Cose (R?+ l)’

u ctr.le
=“-&R12+ 1) COSfl+~lz(~~+ 1)2

R14—2R: WE 28+ 1+4@14-ti f{
(R,2+l)[(l –3z?,2+R*4)cose

l~cos28+l)

R,’+2& Cos e+l ?Rl Sk O
+R,’cms 30] log :~–Rq[(R,4+ 1) COS Z6-2R,T log ~~_ I–R,(R,’–1) sin 28 tm-l~

2RI cm e+ 1 l—

, This expression for the velocity at the circukmboundary agrees with that obtained in reference 3.
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According to equation (37) the velocitty of m in-
compressible fluid at the surface of the circular cylinder
of radius RIis

Qot()~ circle
=2 sin (d+a)

The velocity at the cirmhir boundary, including the
second-order effect of comprtibiIit y, is therefore given
by

&() =2 * (~+~)+ &
u cff.ia wu .1,,18

(47)

at
()‘here &T~ird,is given by equation (46) and where M

is the Mach number 11/co.
Now, according to equations (36), it follows that, for

t-heeIliptic cylinder,

On the boundary itsdf, Z= Rlef’ and ~=Rde. Then

It follows, therefore, from equation (33) that, att the
surface of the diptic cyIinder

&() is given by equation (47).Where ~r ~i,el, .

& a final observation it is remarked that the resdt
for the example of the elliptic cylinder was obtained by
the use of the fundamental equation (32) of this paper
with far leas effort than were the results obtained by
the methods of referencw 1,2, and 3.

LANGLEY MmoRL4L AEIiONAmCAL LABORATORY,

NATIONAL ADKLSORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,

lLANGLEY FIEti, VA., September8, 1941. -
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